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Introduction
GlobalSign is the market’s leading identity services company – and with good reason. We empower customers 
and partners with premier, cloud-based and highly scalable PKI solutions (the cybersecurity protocols 
used by every internet connected service and all intranets the world over) to conduct safe commerce, 
communications, content delivery and community interactions.

Our identity and security solutions are powerful additions to any partner portfolio – helping customers 
automate encryption and manage digital identities for a wide range of use cases, from authentication to email 
to mobile device management. Whether we’re selling directly to customers or utilizing a strong global partner 
network, our focus is on providing cutting-edge security tools to make the digital world a safer place.

It all starts with a robust portfolio. GlobalSign allows partners to build market leadership through our 
award-winning solutions. As one of the original digital certificate authorities, we can address the complete 
range of identity and security requirements facing fast-growing enterprises. Our Public Key Infrastructure 
(PKI) management solutions – and innovations around automation - empower organizations of every size 
to accelerate digital transformations, solve everyday identity and access control challenges, and meet strict 
compliance requirements. This means partners can deliver the experiences their end-customers want – 
where, how and when they need them.

Learn how GlobalSign can support you with a closer look at our comprehensive solutions.

https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://www.globalsign.com/en/
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GlobalSign’s Digital Signing Service (DSS) is the 
market’s first solution to include all supporting 
cryptographic components – including the full AATL-
trusted certificate chain, time-stamping responses, 
and OCSP checks – all in one API call.

Customers can trust all signers are valid, while 
requiring minimal development time and zero on-
premise hardware. This is fully backed by Atlas – our 
powerful, highly scalable Certificate Authority – 
delivering the agility and availability today’s digital 
world demands.

Designed for the modern, distributed workforce, 
GlobalSign’s Digital Signing Services is the fastest and 
easiest way to deploy trusted digital signatures. We 
make it simple for XaaS providers to immediately 
extend certificate-based digital signing functionality 
to their existing portfolios. And Managed Services 
Providers can just as easily supply and integrate DSS 
into their customers’ document workflows. 

Realizing that every organization is unique, we’ve 
designed our document signing services to 
accommodate a broad array of businesses. GlobalSign 
has partnered with Adobe Sign and DocuSign, two 
of the world’s leading document signing platforms 
to deliver trusted, digital signatures to their existing 
users. To ensure compliance with the strictest 
electronic and digital signature standards, GlobalSign 
provides full support for digital signing certificates on 
FIPS-compliant hardware – including cryptographic 
tokens or HSMs.

For Customers and Partners 
GlobalSign’s Digital Signing Service:

 ■ Enable adherence to industry and legal 
regulations within your business to ensure 
delivery of compliant and legal identity-based 
eSignatures and Seals.

 ■ Fully embrace today’s digital transformation 
across their enterprise by replacing paper 
processes with digital workflows – gaining 
flexibility and cost-savings to drive growth and 
spur innovation.

 ■ Capture the power of secure document 
signing across the entire enterprise from one, 
central location. 

 ■ Build new revenue streams and adopt new 
customers by adding GlobalSign to your 
cybersecurity portfolio.

 ■ Supply GlobalSign’s signing services to your 
customers.

Secure Email  
(S/MIME)
With more people turning to their devices for work, 
it’s no surprise that email is still the communication 
mode of choice in business. Yet cyber threats such 
as phishing attacks and Business Email Compromise 
(BEC) have never been more prevalent. According 
to Verizon’s 2020 Data Breach Investigation Report, 
25% of data breaches can be tracked back to 
phishing. Considering the average cost of a data 
breach topped $3.8 million per business in 2020 
adding to the $6 trillion of global cybercrime over 
the same period, there’s no wonder enterprises 
across the globe are demanding comprehensive, 
scalable email security to effectively prevent these 
types of attacks. A study by the University of 
Maryland concluded that an attack occurs on average 
every 39 seconds!

S/MIME (or Secure/Multipurpose Internet Mail 
Extension) is the most ubiquitous email security 
protocol available today.  S/MIME certificates are 
backed by verified identity information allowing 
users to digitally sign their emails, thus identifying 
them as the legitimate sender and differentiating 
from spoofed emails. They also make it possible for 
users to fully encrypt emails to protect all contents 
– whether they’re in-transit or at rest. S/MIME 
encryption can only be decrypted by the intended 
recipient using PKI, thus preventing data loss or 
leaks.

GlobalSign empowers customers and partners 
to easily adopt S/MIME by providing certificate 
deployment and management services – with 
solutions that scale to accommodate businesses 
of any size. The solution offers full certificate 
lifecycle management and comprehensive scalable 
automation. Our S/MIME offering is also completely 
tamper evident supporting non-repudiation, thus 
alerting users to any changes to email content after it 
has been sent.

For Customers and Partners 
GlobalSign’s Secure email technology allows 
customers and partners to:

 ■ Add the world’s leading S/MIME technology 
to their growing cybersecurity portfolios, thus 
answering customer demand for powerful 
yet flexible solutions that protect their 
organizations. Partners can quickly respond to 
customer needs and create new revenue by 
teaming with GlobalSign.

 ■ Meet ever-changing governance and 
compliance mandates for digital information 
– avoiding costly penalties while ensuring 
sensitive customer data is always protected. 
Think data privacy, GDPR and the inherent 
protection of personal identifiable information 
(PII).

Additional Resources

https://www.globalsign.com/en/digital-
signatures

Datasheet

Digital Signatures Made Easy eBook

Additional Resources

https://www.globalsign.com/en/
secure-email

Datasheet

Digital Signing Service for
Compliant eSignatures

https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://enterprise.verizon.com/resources/reports/dbir/?CMP=OOH_SMB_OTH_22222_MC_20200501_NA_NM20200079_00001
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3434601/what-is-the-cost-of-a-data-breach.html
https://www.csoonline.com/article/3434601/what-is-the-cost-of-a-data-breach.html
https://eng.umd.edu/news/story/study-hackers-attack-every-39-seconds
https://eng.umd.edu/news/story/study-hackers-attack-every-39-seconds
https://www.globalsign.com/en/digital-signatures
https://www.globalsign.com/en/digital-signatures
https://media.globalsign.com/l/707663/2019-11-27/79bvv/707663/45845/globalsign_digital_signing_service_datasheet.pdf
https://media.globalsign.com/l/707663/2020-01-21/g1qv2/707663/54159/ebook_digital_signatures_made_easy.pdf
https://www.globalsign.com/en/secure-email
https://www.globalsign.com/en/secure-email
https://www.globalsign-media.com/l/707663/2019-11-27/79brn/707663/45795/datasheet_epki_secure_email.pdf
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Managed PKI
GlobalSign’s secure SaaS-based Managed PKI 
platform offers unique features and functionality to 
give customers complete control of their certificate 
needs from a single, centralized account. 

For TLS (SSL) certificates GlobalSign provides 
a Managed SSL (MSSL) service. MSSL allows an 
enterprise to have one or many verified organization 
identity profiles from which they can instantly issue 
SSL certificates.  MSSL takes the headache out of 
processing and managing an estate of certificates 
facilitating simple adoption. MSSL allows entities 
to request both organization validated (OV) and 
extended validation (EV) certificates from the 
service, including the addition of subject alternative 
names (SANs), wildcards (not for EV SSL) and 
qualified web assurance certificates (QWAC).

Enteprise PKI (EPKI) similarly provides organization 
profile-based services for client certificates for 
use cases such as S/MIME, user authentication and 
digitally signing OOXML files (XML, MSWord and 
Excel and other Open Office standards).

EPKI allows entities to extract certificates from a 
certificate licence pack across their one or many 
entity profiles.

Both the MSSL and EPKI services are backed by APIs, 
Certificate Lifecycle Management and Inventory Tools 
making it easy to automate and track certificate 
deployments no matter where they originate.

A truly one-stop PKI shop, GlobalSign makes it 
simple to order, renew, replace, or even revoke 
certificates. Users can control who issues certificates, 
as well as the type and to which domains/entities. 
Users can manage multiple departments or business 
entities from a single account. 
 

For Customers and Partners 
Managed PKI provides an overall lower total cost 
of ownership for PKI.

 ■ MSSL and EPKI are managed by appointed 
administrators – delegation of authority can 
be provided to an appointed third party 
making it easily serviceable by partners such as 
MSPs and SIs.

 ■ Provides significant volume discounts over 
purchasing individual certificates.

 ■ Flexible business terms to accommodate 
organizations of all sizes. Partners have an 
array of payment options including deposited 
funds for greater discounts or license packages 
for customer projects.

 ■ Streamlined PKI lifecycle management – 
reducing the number of hours spent on 
certificate administration.

 ■ Easy integrations with Active Directory and 
MDMs to automate provisioning.

The increasingly complex requirements for 
discovering and managing digital certificates can be 
a burden for any organization. It’s time-consuming, 
highly manual, and costly. Not only is it challenging 
keeping track of when certificates were issued, but 
companies must also be fully aware of where the 
certifcate was installed and when it’s expiring.

Our Certificate Lifecycle Management, Discovery 
and Provisioning solutions can handle all stages 
of lifecycle management, including the issuance, 
renewal and revocation of certificates. This visibility 
into certificate lifecycle is critical for ensuring 
business continuity, reducing IT operational costs, 
and preventing costly downtime events that impact 
business services.

GlobalSign delivers managed and on-premise 
solutions for both Certificate Lifecycle Management 
and Provisioning (CLM&P) and Certificate Discovery. 
Our diverse solutions range makes it possible to fulfill 
many PKI issues – both through proprietary offerings 
and via ready integrations with leading technology 
vendors. 

GlobalSign’s own CLM service, Auto Enrollment 
Gateway (AEG) is perfect for mid-size enterprises 
utilizing a mix of platforms and devices and looking 
for an automated certificate enrollment solution. The 
tool acts as a direct gateway between GlobalSign 
and the customer’s Active Directory – effectively 
extending the reach to practically every endpoint 
on the corporate network. AEG makes it simple 
to enroll, provision and install digital certificates 
regardless of OS or platform.

For Customers and Partners 
Certificate Lifecycle Management, Discovery, and 
Provisioning technology can:

 ■ Save valuable time and resources by 
automating typically manual and complex 
processes.

 ■ Eliminate server and application downtime 
due to certificate expiration.

 ■ Protect customer brand by ensuring public-
facing resources are available when and where 
they’re needed.

 ■ Centralize certificate viewing and management 
in one location – even ad hoc additions.

 ■ Dramatically reduce an organization’s risk of 
non-compliance and hefty penalties.

 ■ Integrate seamlessly into evolving partner 
portfolios – answering demand for powerful 
solutions that meet customer challenges and 
build new revenue.

Additional Resources

https://www.globalsign.com/en/
managed-pki

Datasheet

MSSL User Guide

EPKI Quick Start Guide

Additional Resources

https://www.globalsign.com/en/auto-
enrollment-gateway

AEG Datasheet

AEG Installation and Configuration 
Guide

AEG Pre-Implementation Guide

Certificate Lifecycle Management, Discovery 
and Provisioning

https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://www.globalsign.com/en/managed-pki
https://www.globalsign.com/en/managed-pki
https://www.globalsign-media.com/l/707663/2020-01-05/bzfxq/707663/51225/managed_pki_datasheet.pdf
https://media.globalsign.com/l/707663/2020-01-22/g2ttb/707663/54579/MSSL_API_User_Guide.pdf
https://media.globalsign.com/l/707663/2020-01-22/g2tsx/707663/54567/EPKI_Quick_Start_Guide.pdf
https://www.globalsign.com/en/auto-enrollment-gateway
https://www.globalsign.com/en/auto-enrollment-gateway
https://www.globalsign-media.com/l/707663/2019-11-27/79bsb/707663/45809/datasheet_auto_enrollment_gateway.pdf
https://media.globalsign.com/l/707663/2021-03-08/4j8cyk/707663/1615204720R6JkA2zO/AEG_Installation_and_Configuration_Guide_v2020.06.pdf
https://media.globalsign.com/l/707663/2021-03-08/4j8cyk/707663/1615204720R6JkA2zO/AEG_Installation_and_Configuration_Guide_v2020.06.pdf
https://media.globalsign.com/l/707663/2021-03-08/4j8cyy/707663/1615204822d6kqEzOP/AEG_Pre_Implementation_Guide_v.2020.09.pdf
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Digital transformation means more data is being 
shared and stored than ever before. Digitization plays 
a factor, but so too does mobility. More workers 
than ever before are utilizing mobile and personal 
devices for work, which has created challenges for 
modern IT teams worldwide.  Simply put, device 
management is critical to enable remote working, 
and access to sensitive information and services 
requires secure protection of corporate resources. 

Mobile devices today function much like a remote PC 
and require strong authentication to enable secure 
access to enterprise networks. One of the most 
effective ways to do this is by using PKI, providing 
a digital certificate-based approach for quick and 
easy authentication of users and the identity of their 
devices. 

As well as authentication services, GlobalSign makes 
it possible to digitally sign and (where necessary) 
encrypt emails sent via devices. The use of secure 
email requires the enterprise to enable the users’ 
devices to use the same key material across the 
board. Our technology also powers remote 
employees and contractors on-the-go to take 
advantage of full VPN and Wi-Fi authentication, 
effectively replacing vulnerable usernames and 
passwords with multi-factor authentication. This is 
where GlobalSign’s CLM and MDM services can play 
a critical role.

For Customers and Partners 
GlobalSign’s Mobile Device Management services 
fully embrace the digital transformation and 
growth of remote workforces. The technology 
drives:

 ■ Company-wide adoption of BYOD and 
remote work policies, ensuring only 
authorized users can access company 
applications. 

 ■ Simple, unified certificate management – 
allowing administrators to issue, renew and 
revoke certificates all from a single portal. This 
means fewer IT hours spent on management 
and training – allowing internal teams to focus 
on more strategic initiatives.

 ■ Seamless end-user adoption. Partners can 
add the solution to existing deployments with 
minimal development and time.

 ■ Complete integration with the most popular 
MDM/EMM platforms, including Microsoft 
Intune, AirWatch and MobileIron Cloud 
and Core. Simply plugging the solution into 
existing environments means partners can get 
users up and running quickly.

Additional Resources

https://www.globalsign.com/en/
authentication/mobile

Managed Hosted CA
Companies often do not have the time or resources 
to manage PKI in-house. That’s why many companies 
turn to GlobalSign to create, manage and host their 
internal (private) PKI service. 

Offering enterprises greater control over the 
corporate “chain-of-trust”, a managed hosted PKI 
enables companies to only trust certificates issued 
from a specific trust model. These CA hierarchies 
are issued from a private trust dedicated root 
with Intermediate CAs (ICAs) specific to the 
customer’s use case and product requirements. 
The CA hierarchies are housed within GlobalSign’s 
accredited secure data centers providing the perfect 
environment to control such sensitive assets. 

Enterprises and partners rely on GlobalSign to host 
roots and ICAs to guarantee all CA components 
are properly protected and configured in line with 
industry best-practices. We’ve provided managed 
hosted PKI services to companies the world over 
for the past 25 years, removing the extra cost and 
burden on self managing PKI.

For Customers and Partners 
GlobalSign’s Managed Hosted CA offers a range 
of benefits – From user or device authentication 
through to private trust TLS. 

 ■ User, machine and device authentication 
means tighter control over system access. 
Only authorized or identified users can gain 
access to the services they have privileges for.

 ■ Some security appliances require the 
deployment of TLS Issuing CAs in the 
enterprise environment, capable of issuing 
certificates at high volumes and with few 
restrictions on certificate contents. For that 
purpose, GlobalSign Private TLS CAs are 
the perfect fit! The Root CA is hosted in the 
highly secure GlobalSign environment and the 
ICA is made available to the customer. This 
comes with the benefit of flexibility when it 
comes to the question of CRL/OCSP hosting 
and established procedures for renewal of 
Root and Intermediate certificates.

 ■ Allows users to configure the solution to 
meet specific requirements for key usages, 
certificate policies, CRN distribution, and 
certificates of varying validity (short-lived to 
long-life).

 ■ Empowers partners with the ability to offer 
custom-branded certificates to their end-
customer – or even bundle them into existing 
offerings. This accelerated branding makes it 
possible to drive new revenue and expand 
existing customer deployments.

Additional Resources

https://www.globalsign.com/en/custom-ca-
private-pki

Mobile Device Management (MDM) Services

https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://www.globalsign.com/en/authentication/mobile
https://www.globalsign.com/en/authentication/mobile
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About GMO GlobalSign
As one of the world’s most deeply-rooted certificate authorities, GlobalSign is the leading 
provider of trusted identity and security solutions enabling businesses, large enterprises, 
cloud-based service providers and IoT innovators worldwide to conduct secure online 
communications, manage millions of verified digital identities and automate authentication and 
encryption. Its high-scale PKI and identity solutions support the billions of services, devices, 
people and things comprising the IoT. A subsidiary of Japan-based GMO Cloud KK and GMO 
Internet Group, GMO GlobalSign has offices in the Americas, Europe and Asia. For more 
information, visit https://www.globalsign.com.
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Expand Your Portfolio With GlobalSign!
GlobalSign makes it easy to expand your current services and product portfolio to drive adoption of 
PKI solutions. By partnering with GlobalSign you can create automated secure environments for your 
customers, win enterprise projects to drive revenue opportunities, adopt new customers that rely on 
strong PKI, build brand recognition, and make the most of the latest cybersecurity trends.

It’s currently estimated the digital transformation market will grow at an 18% CAGR between now and 
2025 – reaching $923.8 billion. Partners have a unique opportunity to leverage this trend and take their 
cybersecurity portfolios to the next level. GlobalSign’s award-winning solutions are a natural and powerful 
extension of your current offerings – making it easier for customers to secure their enterprises. 

GlobalSign’s proven and trusted partner programs are designed to help you succeed in this digital world. 
Working together, we can help you:

 Innovate Your Portfolio: 
 With cutting-edge technology, integration capabilities and best-in-class support.
  
 Drive Competitive Advantage: 
 Active collaboration helps partners spur innovation, extend in-house capabilities and  
 ensure customer success. 
 
 Gain Instant Credibility:  
 Because our digital certificate services are highly scalable and easy to integrate partners can  
 be sure they’re providing a secure, authoritative link into the chain of trust. 

From lead generation and sales/marketing enablement to priority support services, 
GlobalSign guarantees partners get maximum benefits from their GlobalSign relationship. We’re here for 
you every step of the way.

In the “encrypt everything” and “identify everything” era, who are you going to trust to ensure your 
customers have access to the most innovative, and effective cybersecurity offerings in your portfolios?

We want you. Your customers need us. Let’s work together

Sign up today for a no obligation account - https://partner.globalsign.com/en/create-reseller-account 

Register your interest - https://partner.globalsign.com/en

Learn more about becoming one of our trusted partners by visiting https://partner.globalsign.
com/en

mailto:sales-us%40globalsign.com?subject=I%27m%20interested%20in%20becoming%20an%20Partner%20of%20GlobalSign%20PKI%20Solutions
mailto:sales%40globalsign.com?subject=I%27m%20interested%20in%20becoming%20an%20Partner%20of%20GlobalSign%20PKI%20Solutions
https://www.globalsign.com
https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://www.globalsign.com/en/
https://digital-adoption.com/digital-transformation-market-size-2020
https://partner.globalsign.com/en/create-reseller-account
https://partner.globalsign.com/en
https://partner.globalsign.com/en
https://partner.globalsign.com/en
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